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Li Guangdi was born in Hu Tou town of Quan Zhou city in Fu Jian province . We 
can call him Jin Qing, Hou An or Rong Cun. The contemporary scholars always 
called him “An Xi sir” or “An Xi Li Prime minister” to show their respects. He was 
very good at Neo-confucianism and Yi-ology and very prominent during his life. He 
not only had a great affect on suppressing San Fan and regaining Tai Wan Province, 
he also advocated the water conservancy projects and support to reduce the taxes and 
levies, which played a great role in the economic development during the early Qing 
dynasty. He promoted the revival of Song culture, recommended the wisdom for the 
court and advanced Neo-confucianism. Li’s ideas are rich, which originated from the 
influence of the Family Learning, the inspiration of menters, the enlightenment of 
"Can Tong Qi", as well as the impact from ancient Yi Jing Scholars. He believed that 
the Image-number School and the Principle School were inseparable and he always 
studied Zhouyi, from the critical interpretation method and the comparative method. 
His Yi-ology ideas includes the Image-number and the Principle. 
In the aspect of Image-number, He discussed the River Chart and Luo Writting 
and Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate. When he explained the Hexagram’s Image and 
the Image of Lines Remarks, he used the theory of Bi Ying and Gua zhu. He thought 
that the Eight Diagrams in Chinese mythology is related to the moral of human heart. 
In his opinon, the Hexagram’s Image of “Qian” and “Kun” was the best, because in 
Zhouyi, these two Hexagrams were like dragon and horse. He also discussed the 
“Numbers of the Great Evolution”, and thought that it was related to astronomy. He 
approved that the theory of “Gua Yi” when he argued the divining methods. He had a 
deep insight into Zhouyi can tong qi (Talisman of the Three Receptacles Based on the 
Zhouyi) and held on the opinion that Qi was Consistent with Human Body, explaned 
Qi according the Confucianism and used Yi to interpret Qi. Li believed that what Can 
tong qi explicated was the theory of human body, and which was actually the heaven 
and earth; furthermore, Li elucidated the soul theory in Can tong qi; he analyzed the 
book from Confucian standpoint, thought that Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism 















refutation to the the Ming Confucians’ ideas. Li studied the relation between Can tong 
qi and Yi and held that they shared many similar ideas. 
On the aspect of Principle, he analyzed the relation between Yi and the Nature 
and the nature and role of Yi when he explained Zhouyi. And he also studied the 
Zhouyi by corresponding the Heaven and Earth, Yin and Yang with the Mind and 
Body together. In his view, “Supremacy”, “Success”, “Potentiality”, “Perseverance” 
were very important to research Zhouyi. He took “Supremacy” as “Greatness” or 
“Beginning”, “Perseverance” as “just”, and “Greatness”, “Supremacy” should be in 
the front of “Success”. “Heaven” also has its own heart, so people could “see the heart 
of heaven from the origin of Qian”. He explained the “Upright”, “Square”, 
“Greatness” in Zhouyi by using the concepts, such as point, line, plane, etc. in the 
Geometry. He discussed the relation between Principle and Material Force based on 
Yi, and suggested that people should eliminate human desires and preserve the 
principle. The Nature can be divided into three categories, which were the nature of 
Heaven and Earth, the Human Nature and the nature of Material, and people only 
could revert the nature of Heaven and Earth in human body by preserving the heart 
and nourishing the nature. 
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